
ON THE DERIVATIVE OF A UNIVALENT FUNCTION

A. J. LOHWATER AND GEORGE PIRANIAN

Various results are known concerning the rate of growth of the

derivative of a function f(z), analytic and univalent in the circle

\z\ <1; among the simplest of these results we mention Koebe's

Verzerrungsatz (cf. [4, p. 86]), according to which \f'(z)\

= 0[(1 — |z\ )~~*] in \z\ <1. However, as rapid a rate of growth as is

permitted by this theorem can be attained only on a relatively

small set of radii; indeed, Seidel and Walsh [S] have shown that for

all eie on \z\ =1, except for a possible set of linear measure zero,

(1) lim(l -ryi2\f'(re»)\ = 0.
r-<l

It is a simple consequence of (1) that almost every radius of \z\ <1

is mapped by w =f(z) onto a rectifiable arc terminating at a frontier

point of that region G in the w-plane which is the image of \z\ <1

under/(z).

Recently there has been some success in cutting down the size of

certain exceptional sets associated with a univalent function and its

derivative. In particular, we cite Beurling's result [l] that the set

of points eie for which the integral Jo\f'(rei>) \ dr is infinite (and conse-

quently, the set of points for which limr..i f(re*) does not exist) is a

set of logarithmic capacity zero in the sense of Frostman [3]. From

Beurling's result it follows immediately that the radii drawn to all

points ea of \z\ =1, except possibly for a set of logarithmic capacity

zero, are mapped by w=f(z) onto rectifiable arcs terminating at

frontier points of the region G, a fact which has been pointed out by

Dufresnoy [2] and Tsuji [6].

It is the object of this note to show that the distortion theorem

of Seidel and Walsh mentioned above cannot be subjected to the

analogous improvement, i.e., that the set of directions for which

Iutw (1—r)1/2|/'(rei9)| >0 is not necessarily of capacity zero.

Whether (1) can be improved (with an exceptional set of linear meas-

ure zero) by replacing (1—r)1'2 with a function of r which tends to

zero more slowly than (1 — r)1'2 is still not known.

We begin by proving a lemma on the rate of growth of a class of

harmonic functions.
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Lemma. Let nit) be a monotonie, nondecreasing function of bounded

variation in —ir^t^w, and let uir, 6) be the harmonic function

1 - r

+ r2 - 2r cos (0 - t)

If to is a point of the interval [ — x, ir] for which

(2) uir, 9) = — f ,    .    *„-7 dnit), r < 1.
¿irJ-r   1

p(¿o + A) — pito — h)
(3) lim- =oo, O < A, O < a g 1,

*-o h"

then

lim (1 - r)l-"uir, lo) = oc.
r->l

It may be assumed in the proof, without loss of generality, that

¿o = 0. For an arbitrarily large positive number M, condition (3) per-

mits us to choose ro<l so that Qu(A)— p;( — h))/ha>M whenever

A<l—r0-The integral (2) may be estimated as follows for 0 = /o = O:

1   C T 1 - r2
w(r- 0) = T I     1,2    ,    - á"W

2tJ-t 1 + r2 — 2r

i r1_r i-r

"2íJ_(1_r)   1 + r2 - 2

cos t

iu.it).
2r cos t

For \t\ a»

1 - r2 1

1 + r2 - 2r cos /      1 + r2 - 2r(l - /2/2! + /4/4! +

1 - r2

(1 - r)2 + W2

so that it follows from |/| ^1— r that

1 - r21   f-' 1«('- 0) è - I-:
2irJ_(i_r)   (1 - r.

- d/i(0
)2(l + r)

M(l - r) - /.(r - 1)

2t(1 - r)1-» (1 - r)"

Hence (1 — r)l~auir, 0) è M/2ir, which proves the lemma. We remark

that the proof depends strongly on the radial approach, and that the

lemma need not be true for approach in the "wide sense."

Theorem. FAere exists a function fiz), analytic and univalent in
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\z\ <1, and a set E on \z\ =1 of positive logarithmic capacity, such

that limr,i (1 — r)1/2|/'(re!'9) | = oo whenever ew belongs to E.

Consider the perfect nowhere dense set E lying in the interval [0, 1 ]

and constructed like the classical middle-thirds Cantor set, except

that the intervals deleted at the &th stage constitute the middle

three-fourths rather than the middle thirds. Since a constant multiple

(namely, three-fourths) is removed at each stage of the construction

of E, it follows from [4, pp. 119 and 149] that£ has positive capacity.

We form the monotone nondecreasing singular function p(t), 0 ^t g 1,

associated with E, and we proceed to show that, for each t in E,

p(t + h) - p(t - h)
lim-= oo.
M A1'2

Let / be any point in E (for the sake of convenience, we assume / to

be different from 0 or 1), and let h be any positive number such that

0^/ — A<i+ASIl. Let k denote that stage in the construction of E

lor which at least one of the deleted intervals Ik lies completely in

(t — h, t+h), while no interval Ik-P (p>0) lies completely in (t — h,

t+h). The length of /* is (3/4) 81~k. We then have the inequality

ft<7/8*-1<82~*. On the other hand, at least one of the points t ±h

lies in an interval Ik-P (p>0), so that we have the estimate p(t+h)

—p(t — h) ^ 1/2*, and the assertion follows.

If p(t) is extended to the interval —ir^t^ir by defining p(t) to be

Oif — ir^t^O and 1 if 1 =<^7r, and if u(r, 6) is the harmonic function

(2) corresponding to p(t), then it follows from the lemma, with

a = 1/2, that limr_i (1 — r)ll2u(r, 6) is infinite on the set E. To complete

the proof of the theorem, we consider the function

1   rT  e" + z
(4) *(*)=r-|-dp(t)

2irJ-r elt - z

which is analytic in \z\ <1, and whose real part is the positive

harmonic function u(r, 8). Since u(r, 6) ^ | $?(reie) |, it follows that

limr_i (1 — r)1/2| $(reie)\ is infinite on the set E. Next, it is a simple

matter to show that the function f(z) defined by

(5) m = f ' nm
J 0

is univalent in \z\ <1. Indeed, it follows from (5) that

/(*) - /(*0 -  f "" *«■)#,
J«i
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so that, if Zi?*z2, and if the path of integration is taken to be the line

segment f = t(z2 —Zi)+Zi, OíSt^I, we have

- =   I     $[riz2 — Zi) + zjrfr.
z2 — Zi •/ o

By taking the real parts of both sides and observing that Re $(z)

= w(r, 0)>O, we see that the left-hand side can never vanish. Hence

the function/(z) defined by (5) is univalent in \z\ <1. Hence, for the

univalent function/(z), we must have limr,i (1 — r)1/2|/'(reii) | = oo on

the set E. This proves the theorem.

We remark that, if 0<aal, it is possible to construct a singular

function uit) such that (3) holds on a set of positive capacity. Apply-

ing the method of the last paragraph, we obtain the following more

general result: For every ß with 0^ß<i there exists a set Eß on \z\ =1

of positive logarithmic capacity and a function /(z), analytic and uni-

valent in \z\ < 1, such that limr^i (1 — r)»,|/'(reií)| is infinite whenever ea

belongs to Eß.
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